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HADRON PHYSICS AT THE NEW CW ELECTRON ACCELER_ATORS

Volker D. Burkert

Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility,
12000 Jefferson Avenue, Newport News, Virginia 23606, USA

Major trends of the physics program related to the study of hadron _tructure and hadron spectroscopy

at the new high current, high duty cycle electron machines are discussed. It is concluded that
planned experiments at these machines may have important impact on our understanding of the

strong interaction by studying the internal structure and spectroscopy of the nucleon and lower m_s
hyperon states.

1. INTRODUCTION,

Lu the past decades intermediate energy electro- 8
magnetic interactions have be_n employed to study the

structure of hadrons using elastic electron scattering, ep-.._eX

and photo- and electroproduction of mesons. Most of _N_)

these experiments have covered rather limited kinematic 6 - _ a(tn,_

regimes, because of low rate, and the use of detectors _I_ <
and magnetic spectrometers with small solid angle and CESAP 1_

momentum acceptance. This wu dictated by the back-

ground generated by an intense, low du_y cycle elec- _ __K^.(l_
tron beam interacting with an external target. This _ 4-... -- MAMIB,_ "_'_"_'_'_'_"_'_ _ _ "(l

probe in studies of hadron structures and hadron ,pec- _ a190)

troscopy. For example, of the about 25 well established .'_a_20_
excited nucleon states not a single one wu discovered 2 _'_-
using electron or photon beams, albeit many states were

found to have large photocoupling amplitudes. With
the construction and partial completion of several new

CW electron accelerator_ thib situation is changing zig- _]]_]11]][1____'_
nificantly. Firstly, tree of large acceptance detector_ at 0 1 2 3 4

high luminosities of 10_'cm-2Jec -l will become feui- E-E' (GEV)
ble, allowing meuuren_,t of severa_ reaction channels
simultaneously, over a large kinematic range, and with
statistical accuracy comparable to that achieved with

hadronic probes. Secondly, with 100_ duty cycle in- Figure I. I Kinematical domain_ acceJ_ible at varieJ D C
tense electron beams, high resolution and high statisti_ electron accelenators.
coincidence measurements can be conducted for exclu-

sive channels with small cross sections, e.g. pion pro. electromagnetic proceues. E1ectron_.gnetic processes
duction off nucleons near threshold. In fact, data rates may hence be studied with statistical sensitivity similar

will to a large degree not be limited by the luminol- to hadronic reaction. This will bring to bear the full
ity achievable in these measurements but rather by the capability of the electromagnetic interaction ez a probe

data collection, speed of the data acquisition system, lt of the internal structure of hadron,.
is interesting to note that this situation eliminates the A variety of DC machines are presently under con.
traditional 'rate advantage' of hadronic reactions over str_ction (NIKHEF, MIT-Bates, CEBAF), or are near-



ing com_],'tion (ELSA-Bonn, MAMI-Mdnz). Some lm- threshold the validityof low energy theorems (LET) can
portant machine parameters are Listed in table 1.1. An be tested. At very high energies, the transition from

the non-perturbative to the perturbative regime can be
stadied, where simple quark counting rules may apply.

2.1 Electromagnetic Form/actors.
Table I.i: PARAMETERSOF DCELECTRONMACHINES

The hadronic current in elastic electron nucleon

Parsmet_ MAM21-BNIKHEF _fl_r.B,ae, ELSA CEBAF scattering is specified by the electric and magnetic form-

IU®el 0.as 0.s 1.0 =.0/s.5 4.0 factors Gs(Q =) and G_(Q=). These are related to the..... ,, ,,

_/_ 10-' 2.10-_ 0.4.10-' 10-' 10-' Dirac and Pauli formfsctors F1 and F_ as:

I(=t) [pA] 100 40 _0 0.2 200 GS = FI - v'F2, GM = FI + F2

I{_t} [ffiAI zoo 8o so

duty_ 1.O 0.9 0.8,5 0_5/0.2 1.0 where r = /-_. The usual techniques for measuring _he
elastic form.factors is the Rosenbluth separation, where

completion l_so l_a l_a 1_ss 10_4 one makes use of the di_erent angular dependence of

the dectric and the magnetic term in the unpolarized
dutic cross section tc separate IGs[ and iGMI

energy range from a few hundred MeV up to 4 GeV will

be accessible when aU maddnes are fully operational, da d¢ E'r,G, _'G_) 2r(I "r)G_tg 2#
The scientific programs at the varlous laboratories spa_a d"_ = (_)M T R S + + + 2 ]"
a broad range of physics topics from the more tradi-
tional nuclear physics aspects related to the interaction This tech_ques ceases to be useful, when either G_
of hadrons in nude/, to studies of the structure of free G_, or at high values of Q=, where the magnetic contri-
hadrons and their modifications in the nuclear mediun_ butions dominate both the angular dependent and the

Correspondingly diverse is the experimental equipment angular independent terms.

that _ be needed in order to fully exploit the caps. Experi_.._cntal information on the neutron dectric
billties of the machines, and to span the broad scientific fo_tor Gs. is rather poor for aU non-zero Q2, In
programs, the absence of a free neutron target, we have to rely on

In this talk I focus on aspects of the scientific pro- scattering from the few-nucleon systems. Unlike for the

grams that are directly related to the topics discussed proton, the Rosenbluth separation of GE. from GM.
at this workshop - the excitation and internal structure is di/_cult even at low Q= because of the smaLl size of
of hadrons in free space. The kinematical domains ac- Gs. compared to GM.. At low Qa , GB. would be
cessible with the various accelerators in electron nucleon non-zero only if the charge distribution within the neu-

scattering are shown in Figure 1.1. tron were not uniform. The slope of GE. versus Qa, at
low QZ hu been accurately measured, and it is positive,
indicating that the neutron appears to have a slightly

positive core surrounded by a region of negative charge.
2,,STRUCTURE OF THE NUCLEON For Q= < I GeV a G_. has been extractedfrom elastic

Interest in the structure of the nucleon and its ex- electron-deuteron scattering data l'z. Using this proce-

ci_ed states has dramatically increased in recent years dure, however, it is necessary to assume a model for the
and is one of the major motivationJ in support of the deuteron structure which rende_ the extraction of GE.

phm.ued experimental program at the new electron ma- model dependent. The result of the most recent anaIy.
clones.The structure of the nucleon may be probed in sis is shown in Figure 2.1.Clearly, model independent

elastic electron nucleon scattering and in inelastic re_c- data, and data at higher Q_ are n_.eded for an unam-
tions induced by electrons and photon_. These studie_ biguous confrontation with various model calculations.

are of fundamental importance since they measure the The electric formfactor of the proton has been measured

ch_ge and current distribution as well as the transition at SLAC _ using _hluth separation for Q_ up to
currents of the fundamental building blocks of matter, about 4 GeV a, with error bars of 20% at the highest

Knowledge of these quantities allows stringent tests of momentum transfer. The proton magnetic form.factor
microscopic models applicable at low and intermediate has been measured for Qa up to 31 GEV=. An analysis

energies, such as QCD based quark modds, chiral bag of the electromagnetic formfsctors by Gaff and Stefa.uis'
models, Skyrme models, etc.. Near the pion production ,dlowed extraction of the QCD scale parameter AQCD.
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Figure It.l The electric formfactor Gtmn of the neutron Figure 2.2 ReJult o] the qCD analp, iJ o] the proton
eztracted from elaJtic electron deuteron _catterln_. The elaJtic formfactora* uJing A = 180MEV, The aolid line

Jhaded area indicateJ the uncertainty due to the choice repreJentJ the fit to the data.
of the deuteron wavef_nction. The curvea are _JultJ

of model calculation.,: Chiral Bao Model 40 (da_hej),
Relatisi_ed quark Model 23 OolidJ, I_QM si (dottedJ, equivalent, and allow measurement of the pol_-riz,4ion
Skyrme Model s_ (abort daJhe_), uymmetry

Inlowestorder,AQc:) can be _e_ed in relationtothe A.,, 2r_'0v_r + 2./2r(i_-,').(Gs,_/G_,.)JinOcod,_r= ,_(I+_)(c#./c_,_p+2_r
strongcouplingconstanta,:

12_" where vL,_T,v_r, v_rt, are known kinematicalquantities.

"'(Q_) = (33- 2,,,)t_,(Q,I^_co) s_ _ o, the ,_e betw_ the nu_aear,pin and
the direction of momentum transfer, Lt is possible to pick

where n! is the number of quarks with mass lower than out the longitudinal and transverse pieces of the quasi

Q2. Assuming a conventional meson picture at small elastic spin dependent cross section. In particular, if
Q2 and asymptotic QCD predictions at high Q2 @ -- 90", the asymmetry is proportional to Gg,,/GMn.

II GMn is known, Ggn can be determined.

FI = _CI , F2 - _C= The first method nses a pols-.'ized (NL)_) T,a,_ or

Q_ Qs ' _e ao target, in an external electron beam. Sfthe

(modulo powers of In(Q_/AQ_D)) the /_t to the elec- polarization uymmetry is measured using vector po-
tromagnetic formfactor_ (Figure 2.2) yielded values for lari,.ed deuterium, it will be neceslary to measure the
A.QcD between 100 to 260 MeV/c. The uncertainties recoil neutron in coincidence with the scattered elec-

are mainly due to the llmited knowledge of Gs_ at tron to veto ngainst the much larger asymmetry e_ects
QS _ 2 GeV s. A more precise determination of this due to the polari_d proton in the deuteron. Model

calculations_ show (Figure 2.3) that the polarizationparameter willbe very interestingsinceA¢c:D isnot
weLl constrained by other measurements 4/. asymmetry is linearly dependent on GB,,/GMn u long

as the recoil neutron is emitted at small angles with re-
2.2 PolarLsat|on Techniques to Measure Gs. spect to the direction of the virtual photon. In this re-

Two methods appear very promising in the mea- gion the h_uence of the deuteron wave function on the
surement of G_n in a model independent fashion. Both extracted value of Gsn/G_n is almost absent. A quan-
methods employ quasi elastic scattering of polarized titative check can be accomplished by measuring the

electrons o_ deuterium. In the first case polarized elec- proton asymmetry at the same time, and by comparing
trona are scattered o_ polarized deuterium s. In the aec- it to the asymmetry obtained with a polarized hydrogen
ond case an urapolarized deuterium target is used and target (e.g. N2_s). For s_e, nuclear corrections are not

the polarization of the recoil neutron is meuured in a negligible _ and have to be carefully studied if GE,_ is
second scattering experiment e. The two methods are to be extracted.
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The isospin amplitudes for pion production are given
Figure L.I Double polarization aJvmmet_ g._ /or di/. by:

/erent G.,, and vario_ interaction modeL,Is. A(Tp ---*nTr+) = v/'2(A - + A °)

Employing state-of-the-art pols..'ized target tech- A(Tn --¢pa'-) = V_(A- - A °)

nolog7 it appears feasible to measure Gs,, for Q= up A(Tp ". trr°) = (A + + A °)
to 0.5 (2eV a with a 1 GeV dectron beam, and up to 2
or 3 GeV = rating a 4 GeV beam. Projected error bte, A(Tn ---, ._r °) = (A + - A °)

for • meuuremeat at CEBAF which employs the recoil allowing absolute predictions of erols section, at thresh-
pola_fization techniques tee shown in Figure 2.4. Likely, old. For the charged pion processes the LET predic-
the first precise data in the lower Q= range will come tiona agree well with the meur, xemeats. However, re-
from me._urements in preparation at MAI_I-B to. cent w° meuurements at Saclay le and Mainz *7 showed

The polarization techniques discussed above can that the LET predictions were almost an order of meg-
also be used to measure the electric formfactor Gap nltude higher than the data.
of the proton. Recoil polarization techniques usiug an Nath and Singh as proposed that chiral symmetry

unpolarized hydrogen targetas, and the measurement breaking in QCD due to final quark masses give another
using a polarized NHa target 14 appear most promls- contribution to LET. Tiator et al.z. argued that isospin
ing. With a 4 GeV beam, values of Q= up to 5 GeV = symmetry breaking in QCD, which is responsible for
and error bars less than 5% esa be reached with el- the mu,, difference 6ra = r,,,_- md "-3.SMeV should

ther tech_aiques. Recent advances in polarized target give yet another contribution to the LET. With these
tedmolo_I7 *s may allow one to push this limit to even QCD corrected LET, an excellent agreement with the
higher values, data is obtsined (Figure 2.8),Ifthis interpretation of

the LET correctionJ hol&, threshold pion production

2.3 Pion Photoproduction at Threshold might offer the pessibility of more precise determina-
tion of the u and d quark rad,es. The prediction for

For maay yea.,_ the low energy theorems (LET) for the dolt Eo+ multipole is shown in table 2.1. The
pion production at threthold havebee=a viewed u solid 7n --*nw o process has not been manured at threshold,
adaievements of theoretical physics. The assertion of however, usuming isoacalar and ilovector (AI -- 0, 1)
LET is that in the low energy limit the process is deter- transitions only, the amplitudes can be predicted from
mined by calculating the Born term,, and usixlg vector the other meuurements. Direct measurements of this
current conservation and the PCAC hypothesis. La this chazmd should yield smaller error bars, allowing a more
case the isospin amplitudes take oa • very simple form: deSnite comparison with theoretical predictions. Lade-

pendent measurement of this process would also allow
1 1 2 ,., determination of upper limits of possible isotensor con-A-

=I A +'°=-_/_+_ _ ,' tributions, for which there is presently no experimental
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Figure t.5 Cro, aection data for _o photoproduction Figure _.# Electroproduction o/hadronic ,final atate_ via
off pv'otona near thv'eahold compared to LET p_dlctiona ,.channel eeaon4nce decall,. The 7NN" _ertez b de-

without (dashed} and with (solid) corn'ectiona ?or quark Jcribed by the photocoupline helicitv amvlitudej AI=,
rn=J4 effec, as As/=, S:/=.

evidence. Note that in the absence of isotensor contri- nucleon formf_tors. At thr=hold, E0+ is proportional

butions only the ISB calculation is in agreement with to GA. The two terms in the cross section can be deter-
the data. mined experimentally by me.uuring the e dependence.

Extension to pion electroproduction should prove Using GA(Q =) u derived from charged cfu-rent neutrino
reactions, the validity of LET versul Q= can be tested

extremely interestin4_ , M pouible violation of LET can
by Lnspection of E0+. Alternatively, assuming the va-

be studied for the di_erent spsti_l regions probed with lidity of LET for charged pion production, GA(Q 2) can
in_ _=. Electron scattering meuurements are be extracted from the data. Lo+ is essentially a f'_uc-

planned at MAMI and MIT.Bates. tion of Gg,, and the pion fo_tor F,r. Since GEn(Q 2 )
,, , ._ will be measured in independent experiments, F.(Q =)

Tal_ 2.1: MULTIPOLE£,+ ATTIIII.ESHOLD can be extracted from the data. At low Q= the model
.... dependence of thJj procedure can be tested by compar-

Channel LET CQU .....CSB ISB _ ing the extracted values of F. with direct measurements

_, -. ,,+ =7._ =9.0 zs.r ±0.s U.7 :L_.= zs_ ±0._"1 in elutic ,r • scattering. If the model dependence can
..... be understood, extemdon of this procedure to higher

--. _- -=a.0 -=a.s 40.s ±0_ -_0_ :L-0_ .=_._ ±°'$=_1_ (_a may then become possible. It is worth noting that

"t/,--, i-_ -=._ -2.r 0.0 ±0.r -0.S±0_ -0._ ±.0.$_'i the high _= d&t_ on F. comtl exclusively from analy-
ses of unseparated dectroproduction cross section mea-

.. -0._ ±0.xPrl suzemeats. They presently contain a modal dependence

7n --, n_ 0.i 0._ 1.1 ±0a l.e _0.4 (2.2 + 0.4) which may be largely eliminated in future experiments.

2.3 Pion Electroproduction at Threshold 204 Baryon Resonance Transition l_ormfactors.

The di_erentinl cro_ section for charsed pion dee,, A large number of resonances, at_ributed to the
troproduction at threshold ii s-wave dominated. Beside excitation of the nucleon have been observed in hadron

the electric monopole transition multipole E0+ Jt con- scattering, the A(1232) being the most prominent one.
talns only the longitudinal multipole Lo+: Electroexcitation of resonance= on the free nucleon yields.

do" WlP_l rl_ i= information on the "?,NN" vertex as • function of Q=

d.Q = E---_ tl':'°+l + eQ=ILo+I=] (Figure 2.8). The tramdtion into a specific excited state
is described by three amplitudes A_/=(Q=), As/_(Q_),

Within the framework of current algebra theory and and S_/_(Q=), where A and S refer to transverse And
PCAC, E0+ is sensitive to the axial vector formfa_tor scalaz coupling, respectively, and the subscripts refer to
GA via the contact interaction, and the electromagnetic the total helicity of the 7.N system..



Inclusive measurement of"7N _ X, or eAr ---*eX reveal 0.15
a few broad bumps, dearly indicatin 8 the exaltation of
resonances in the ma#s region below 2 GeV. Thdr broad 0.10
widths _nd dose spadn 8 makes it impo_zible to separate
them in inclusive production reactions. By expIidt mea- 0.05
surement of the decay products such u _N, r/2V,pN, 7r_,

end others, it is possible to identify them according to 0.00
their spin and isospin assignments. The experimental

status of light quark baryon states and their electro- -0.05
magnetic tr_ition, ir discussed in detail in another
contribution to this conference _2. -0.10

The physics issues one hopes to study sre manifold,

and addressfundamental questionsabout the inter_- -0.15 0 I 2 3

tionof quarks and gluonsinconfinedsystems. Spedfi- QZ (GeVZ)cally,one would liketostudy how thetransitionbetween

the 3-quark gzound state and exalted states is mediated. Figure 2. 7 Compari_,on of ezperimental data on the m-
Most models _sume that the exaltation is due to a sin- terference term Re(E1+M_+)/IMI+I 2 for the _x(1232)

gle quark transition. However, recent studies 2s indicate with variouJ model calculationJ.

that double quark transitions may be present at a non-

negligible level. Measurement of the Q2 evolution of the in preparation at ELSA and CEBAF. A complete pro-
tr_msition formfsctors provides in.formAtion about the gram to study nucleon resonance transitions, e.g. in
wave function of the excited state. The her::ity uym- ")',N ---, z-N, involves measurement of 8 (4 in photopro.
metry duction) complex, parity conserving amplitudes.

Ab,- A;/,
1 1

A,/2.,/,= A_/,+ A|/, S,:=< _.;_IT[_.;_,> = < O;_(rl±X.O;_>
for the trar_tion into e.xdted states as the Dis(1520)
or F1,(1688) was found to be sen_tive to the potential which makes it necessary to meuure at leut 11 indepen-
tl_t cord_es the valence quarks iz_de the nucleon _. dent observables, not counting s_dditional measurements

to resolve quadratic ambiguities. Experiments involvingAt high momentum trender, one m_y observe the tran-
sition frora the non-perturbative to the pertu.rbative unpolarized par'tides only, allow securement of only 4

regime, where power law rules for the helldty ampll- response functions ct, o'L, _T'r, _Z,r:

tudes are predicte I to apply 24 such that: dar

A1/_ "" C',/Q' , As2 = C,/Q s , Q' _ oo "_ - arT . earl, + earTTco,2¢ + V/2e(1 + e)O'LTCO._¢ ,

if logarithmic terms are neglected. Whether this regime ar_= c_i(H_, .., Hs )
can be reached at the available energies (e.g. 4 GeV at Measurement of polarization obserwbles yields informs-
CEBAF) is en open question. Nonethde_, it will be in- tion on many response functions. For example, with
teresting to push studies of the helicity structure of au- a polarized electron beam, and a polarized nucleon tar-

cleon resonance exaltations to the highest possible Q_. get 14 more response functions can be measured.

The QCD motivated exten_on of the non-relativistic I want to illustrate the significance of polarization
quark model _s predicts many states, in particul_ a_ measurements for this program with two examples, the

higher m_sses, which have not been observed in _rN tran_dtions7,pA+(1232), and 7,pP+(1440).
re_ction_. Theoreticd calc_at_ons _s indicate that the

"missing" state_ tend to decouple from the _'N ctmn- 2.4.1 The TranHt|on 7,P -" A+(1232) _ Nz'.

nel but couple stronglyto Np, Nw, end A_r. This In SU(8)symmetric quark models,thistransitionis

would explainwhy they have not been seen in elastic explained by a simple qu_k spin-flipin the L_O = 0
z'N scattering.Our pictureof bs_on structurecould ground state,correspondingto a magnetic dipoletran-

druticaLly change R"these states did not exist. Several sition M_+. The electric and scalar qua_'upole tren-
of these states are predicted to couple strongly to pho- sitions are predicted to be E_+ = $_+ = 0. In more
tons (red or virtual) and may thus be searched for in elaborate QCD based models which include color m,,_-

photo- or dectroproduction experiments. Experiments netic interactions e_,'ising from the one-giuon excha.uge
to searchforthesestatesin multi pion producti_ are at _mall distances,the A(1232) acquiress.nL_ = 2



are particular sensitive to phase relations between the

5 multipoles, If the multipoles were strictly in phase,

4 these ternm! would vanish identically.

2.4.2 The Transit|on 7,P "_ P+(1440) _ Nz'.

"_ The Roper resonance P11 haz a modestly strong
3

photocoupling at Q2 = 0, but in electron scattering
'_ 2 there is little evidence for its excitation both in the in-

b clusive cross section and in exclusive single pion produc-
t tion at Q2 < 1GeV _. In an analysis s° of single pion

production data at Q2 _ _GeV_ a small positive value
0
1.1 I.Z 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 117 was found for the Al/2(Pli) amplitude. At Q2 = 0 this

value is larger aad negative. One may speculate that the

1.00 _,, TI ' "' _ I .... I .... I .... I '_ apparent quenching of the Roper atQ2 _Omightbeac.
0.75 cidental and related to a zero crossing of the transverse

amplitude. The PI1 may then be expected to "reap-
0.50 pear" at i_isher Q=. In fact, non-relativistlc as well as

relativized quark models predict s I the Ai/2 (Pi I ) ampLi-
0.25 tude to grow relative to the A(1232). In non-relativlstic

0.00 models AI/_(.Pll)/AI/zCA ) ,'_ _z so that the P.11 would
dominate at high _2.

-0.25 lt hsa been pointed out that the dominance of the

-0.,50 , , , , [ , , , _1 , , , , I , , , , { , , , ._ ._t__ P11 at high _a _ be a crucial test of the quark model
1.t 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 classification al a N-2 radially excited state 32. Mea-

W (GEV) surements with polarized proton targets 14, or proton
Figure _.i Predicted croa, Jection for _,p -, Fro a_ recoil polarization meuurements 3_ can provide a strong

Q2 = I GeV 2, e _ 0.8, 0_ -- 0., uJing the _mpli_ude4 signature for the excitation of this resonance in electron
o? G, KroeJen 3°. T;,e jenJi_i_V to the (amall) ampli, scattering experiments. Figure 2.8 shows the sensitiv-
ttuteJ of the Roper _onan_e _ .ho_r, (_op). Predicte_ ity of the unpolarised c:c_s section end the polarized

t_r_e¢ a_ymmetrl/T, for the _ame kinema_ic_ (bottom). target asymmetry T. in %,p --* 1_° to the P_ ampli-
tudes. Clearly, measurement of polarization observables
will have sn important impact on the determination of

component, lea_Lin$ to small electric and scalar contri- the photocoupling amplitudes of the Roper.
buttons (e.g. [EI+/M_+I _ 0.01 at _ =: 0). The ratio
IEi+/Mi+[ is predicted to be weakly dependent on Q_.
At very high Qa, QCD predicts _ EI+/M_+ -* I, and 3. PARITY VIOLATION EXPEKIMENTS.

S_+/_fl+ "-' O. Precise meazurementz of these contri- At low and medium energy (Q_ _:: M'_, ) neutral
butions from _ = 0 to very large _ are obviously ira- current interactions, the parity violating contributions
port,mt for the development of realistic models of the arise from the interference between the one-photon ex-

nucleon. Present experimental information about E_+ change and the neutral weak boson Z* exchange graphs
is shown in Figure 2.7, together with model predictions. (Figure 3.1). Ia electron scattering the interaction con-
The quality of the data is dearly not suf_cient to dis- tains sm isosc.adar ai well sa an isovector piece in both
criminate against any of the modehs. Experiments at the vector (_,) sad the axh _*,tor (A,) coupling. The
MIT-Bates '_8 and CEBAF _s are in preparation to mea- relevant piece of the Lagrangian can be written ez

sure the electric aud scalar quadrupole trs.mdtlon over a Gy
large Q* range, umng polarised electron beams and/or Lp. - • [t_-7#Tse(&V_ + _V;) + _7.e(/_A_ + _A_)]
recoil polarimeters. In these experiments one obtains "_

information about the terms where G, /_, _, _ denote the electro-weak coupling con-

M_+ Re(EI+M_+) _e(S1+M_'+), stents. In the Standard Model the coupling constants
' ' are related to the weak mixing angle _w in the following

_,n(_l.._;'+), _m(sl+_ri'+). way:

The imaginary parts of the bilinear terrn_ can only be & = -(1 - ,_n_Ow), _ = -(1 - 4,m_0w),
accessed using polarization degrees of freedom. They



Zo The result of the polarized proton structure func-
--- tions measurement haz triggered new interest _= in ex-

perimental tests of the sum rule of Drell, Hearn 3° sad
Gerasimov4°:

oo

2_._a k2-,,/,(v,0)] = u, 'Figure $.1 Lowest order Fellnman dlagramJ which con. u
tribute to paritll non.conJer_ation in electron scattering "'_"
at low and intermediate energies, where u is the photon energy, ct1/2 gsd _r_/3 sae the

absorption cross sections for total helicity 1/2 and 3/2,
and k ii the saomalouJ magnetic moment of the fsa-

2
_/= -_8in Ow, _ = 0 , get nucleon. The iaterpretatio_ of the EMC results on_he polarized proton structure functions in terms of the

where ain20w = 0.232 :i: 0.004. Ellis-JaEe sum rule suggests
kt MIT-Bates, sa experiment _4,_sis in prepsaation to

0.2 _r=ameasure parity violation in elastic electron-proton scat- d__v[_l/2(v,Q2) _ o'3/=(v, Q=)] -_ _" ' ('-M-_ )
terin$ _t backward angles. In this case the asymmetry v _. --
depends upon the elastic electromagnetic form.factors ""
F_, F_, sad the neutral weak formfactors F z, F z. The It has pointed out 3s that dramatic chsages in the he-
latter one is related to the proton anomalous moment licity structure of the 7P coupling must occur _hen go-
coupling to the neutral weak current. In the Staadsad ing from the deep inelutic region to Q= --- 0, if the
Mode/, and invoking stron8 isospin symmetry, F z is re- DHG sum rule were to be fu/Illled. Indications that
lated to the electromagnetic form/actors u such changes of the helicity structure may indeed oc-

cur have been found in the saalysis of pion photo, sad

I _ ain2Ow)F_2 _ 1 electroproduction for specific resonances zz. The sum
Fz = (2 4 _ ' rule has been derived on rather general groun_ but has

never beer, tested experlmeat-lly. An Lualysis of sin.where F_ is a singlet piece which arises from equal con-
gle pion production experiments places some limits ontributions of ali three quark flavors, sad is therefore sen-

sitive to the sJ contributions to the proton structure as. how much this sum rule may be violated 'z. By using a
Large 8_ contributions to the nucleon structure are aug- circularly polarized tagged photon beam, and polarized
geared by the most straight forward analysis of the EMC NE_ as a target material, the total absorption cross sec-
spin-dependent structure function measurement, and an tiou difference o'z/2- _s/_ can directly be measured es a

function of the photon energy. The integral is weighted
analysis _Tof the pion-nucleon sigma term (E,rN). The by l/v, therefore the lower energy regime, in particu-
parity violating asymmetry in elastic ep scattering is lm"the resonance region gives the largest contributionr.given by:

GFQ3 Medium energy machines are therefore the appropriate
_,.

Ai,, = - v_Tra_ instruments for testing this sum rule.
5. KAON PRODUCTION ON PP..OTONSs0

At CEBAF a progr_un to study the reaction 7p --,

(E + E') 0 K+Y (Y = A,A',E,E'), _md hyperon rffidiat_ve de-
2MN tgz z (1 - 4ain_Ow)Gz(F_ + F_)], cays is in preparation _,_s. These reactions have been

poorly studied in the past. Consequently, the produc-
where _ = F_ _ + rF_ _ + 2r(g_(F_ + F_) _. A_.large tion me_m is not well understood. If one takes
electron scattering eagles the first term dominates. The a diagrammatic approach, one can hope to extract in-
term with G_ is suppressed since (1-4ain_0w) is small, formation about the KAN end KKN" coupling con-
Since Ff _ F z, the asymmetry is eslentially propor- stsats. Coupling constants, extracted from photopro.
tional to Fz, and the term of interest F_' can imme- duction data and from hadronic data disagree. Recent
distely be extr_ted; The experimental setup is very calculations 4= indicate that meuurement of the A re-
similar to the one previously used in a parity violation coil polarization are very sensitive to specific ingredi-
experiment at Mainz _s. euts of the model, in particular on assumptions about
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Figure 5.I Prediction of double polarization aJl/mrnetry 3
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the coupling constants (Figure 5.1). An ef_cient exper- 2 MIll6)
imental program to study polarization degrees of free-
dora in the KA channel requires use of large acceptance Figure 5.t Radiative trarwition of louJ raaAa hyperons.
detectors with nearly 4z' solid angle coverage. At CE- The number_ indicate predicted and me,urad transition
BAF such a detector is under construction for one of probabilities.
the three experimental endstatioas. With such an in-

strtmaent, detailed polarization data can be obtained of detected .fs events in ep ---,epK.K - is about 104 per
for this reaction. For example, the A polarization cen day4_. With such a rate detailed studies of the momen-
be inferred from an analysis of its a'-p decay. Using a rum transfer dependence of the production process will
longitudinally polarized electron beam, circularly polar- be possible.
ized bremsstr_hlunge photons can be generated, and the
polarization transfer reaction Zfp -. KA can be studied 6. KAON PRODUCTION ON DEUTERIUM
B.8 weil,

Measurement of hyperon radiative decays yields in.for- In a nuclear system, the hyperon may be viewed
mation about the quark wave function of the hyperon ,_controlled impurity which is unrestricted by the Pauli
states. At present, radiative widths even of some of the principle. It also lives long enough to sample the nude_
lower mass hyperon states are either not, or only very interior. These properties ere used in the field of exper-
poorly known (Figure 5.2). Using an energy tagged pho- imental hypernuclear physics. For the case of the deu-
ton beam low rous hyperon st,.,tes cea be identified in terlum, hyperon production cea be used to study YN
the missing mass spectrum 7P -'* K+X (Figure 5.3). interactions by studying the processes -yD --, K+(An),

and "tD "" K+(Y'n). At CEBAF an experiment is :,n
Very Little electroproduction data is available on ep ---* preparation to meuure this process '9. The cross aec-
eK+A, or ep --_eK+A'(1520). In fact, there is no data lion for this process is expected to be strongly enhanced
available in _,her_onemce region or near threshold. As over the quasi-free production mechanism. The interfer-
a consequer.tce, the reaction is theoretically not well un- ence structure due to AN --+ EN allows to determine

derstood. The process may be used to obtain informs- the relative sign of the amplitudes.
tion about the K + and K*(892) formfactors. An in-
triguing problem is presented by the f0(975). The state As the photon energy crosses the NII threshold a
does not fit into the standard qq scheme for mesons. It sharp structure is predicted to emerge '5. In the vicinity
is considered a candidate for au exotic qqqq state, or a of this cusp, two S=-i dibaryon states axe predicted to

(cl_l)(cl_j)molecule. If the .f0(975) is a weakly bound occur4s. The lower mazs Do is predicted to be nea'-
mesonic molecule a strong t dependence may be ex- row, and may show up in the missing mass plot of
pectedinelectromagneticproduction.UsingtheCLAS 7D -"*K+X (Figure6.1).Note thatthisstatecan-
detectorata luminosityof1034cm-28ec-] thenumber notbe produced_n(K,z')or(Tr,K)reactions.

J
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